Build and optimize your IT infrastructure
Techonomics™ expertise and hardware for companies that want more from their data
Set up a call Learn More 
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DIAWAY’s Right-sized Infrastructure Solutions
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We work with
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Our Customers
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Alex Beyk,Director of Global Technical Operations[image: DIAWAY]

[image: DIAWAY]“As a company, our growth depends on our ability to offer customers efficient and reliable cyber protection solutions at an affordable price. With DIAWAY, we have an integrator that truly understands our needs, and with Western Digital, we’re getting a storage solution that we can trust, with a TCO that other storage vendors could not reach.”









Why DIAWAY?
Techonomics™ is DIAWAY’s holistic approach to ITa forecasting strategy that considers all the requirements and outcomes your business needs—financial, strategic and technical—so you implement the right solution, every single time.
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Right-size your infrastructure for lower TCO and higher performance
Get customized, cost-effective data solutions that will transform your business






Set up a call with Techonomics™ expert




Our partners
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[image: DIAWAY]“We are excited to expand our long-standing partnership with DIAWAY, to leverage their expertise in maximizing performance in hardware configuration, enabling significant cost and performance benefits to customers. Adding support for AMD processors is an important feature enhancement we are happy to extend to customers, it broadens the benefits of this partnership”
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[image: DIAWAY]“By building upon Excelero’s NVMesh storage software, DIAWAY has created a solution that’s perfect for today’s demanding AI, machine language, and deep learning workloads. By leveraging the latest generation of Western Digital hardware, DIAWAY Keila is able to provide our customers with the performance, agility, and scalability they need to succeed.”
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[image: DIAWAY]“Western Digital and DIAWAY have a long-standing partnership to provide value to our customers: by combining Western Digital innovative storage technologies with DIAWAY system expertise, customers are getting access to leading-edge storage solutions to manage and take full advantage of the data explosion.”
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Is it time to get a customized, cost-effective data solution for your business?
Get in touch with our teamSET UP A CALL 
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